NEW HORIZON - MUS 112

SPRING 2008

Instructor: Dr. Richard Montalto
Office: Cromwell 228
Office Telephone: 329-7203
Office Hours as Posted
E-mail: rmontalto@as.muw.edu
Webpage: www2.muw.edu/~rmont

CLASS PERIOD: TTh 2:00-3:15
1 HOUR CREDIT

NATURE OF COURSE CONTENT:
NEW HORIZON is a music ensemble specializing in the performance of contemporary popular music. NEW HORIZON serves as a recruiting unit of the University. Under this mission, it is a reflection of the University’s image. All performances will reflect and promote the quality of programs that MUW offers.

GOALS AND OUTCOMES:
Students will be given the opportunity to gain experience in the performance, rehearsal techniques and sound engineering technology associated with various genres of contemporary popular music.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS:
Members of NEW HORIZON are required to perform in all scheduled performances. Because of the recruiting mission of the ensemble, it is not possible at the beginning of the semester to supply NEW HORIZON members with a complete listing of the upcoming performances, however, adequate notification (a minimum of three weeks) will be given of all performances.

METHOD OF EVALUATION:
Grades will be based upon performance participation, rehearsal attendance and maintenance of performance standards.

SPRING 2008 PERFORMANCES:
MUW Chorale/New Horizon Concert April 29 Cromwell Theatre 7:30 PM